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Summary

Heifer pregnancy (HP) is an economically relevant trait in the category of reproductive traits

whose importance has been described as being up to 4 times greater than production traits.

As such, many beef cattle breed associations in North America have implemented HP

national cattle evaluations. Given the binary nature of HP observations they are evaluated

using maximum a posteriori probit threshold models, which are not readily adaptable to the

incorporation of genomic information through single-step methods other than genomic

relationship matrices. Random regression (RR) models have been used as an alternative to

threshold models for the evaluation of binary traits, and lend themselves well to the

incorporation of genomic information. Therefore, the objective of this study is to develop a

RR genetic prediction for HP in Red Angus cattle. A total of 59,302 HP observations were

obtained from the Red Angus Association of America (RAAA). Genetic parameters for a

linear RR model were estimated using the software package ASReml. Heritability estimates

for the intercept and linear random regression coefficients were estimated as 0.10  0.01 and

0.10  0.03, respectively. Heifer pregnancy expected progeny differences (EPD) were then

calculated using these genetic parameters and the entire RAAA pedigree (n = 2,625,287).

Observed HP EPD were calculated corresponding to 2 years of age from the RR model and

then subsequently compared to those obtained from the threshold model using the same

pedigree and data set. Mean EPD were similar between both models (threshold = 2.000; RR

= 2.139), while those from the threshold model exhibited greater variation ( = 2.30 versus 

= 1.26). The differences in variability can be attributed to the differences in heritability

between the threshold (0.24) and RR models (0.09). Pearson and spearman rank correlation

coefficients between EPD calculated from the two models were 0.87 and 0.89, respectively.

These results indicate that a RR model can be used as a substitute to a traditional threshold

model for HP.
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Introduction

Heifer pregnancy (HP) is one of the economically relevant traits originally suggested by

Golden et al. (2002) with Melton (1995) putting the importance of reproductive ability at up

to 4 times as great as other production traits in line with other studies emphasizing the
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importance of reproductive ability (MacNeil et al., 1994). More recent works support the

positive economic emphasis in selection indexes for HP (Ochsner et al., 2017).

Many North American breed associations calculate HP expected progeny difference

(EPD) using a maximum a posteriori (MAP) probit threshold model (Gianola and Foulley,

1983; Harville and Mee, 1984) to predict breeding values on an underlying scale. These

predictions are then typically expressed as expected progeny differences (EPD) in the form

of a probability (e.g. American Angus Association of America, 2015; and Red Angus

Association of America, 2015).

There are several weakness to this approach. First, calculation of EPD using these

threshold models is computationally demanding. Second, contemporary groups with no

variation (e.g. all diagnosed pregnant) are removed from the data for calculating EPD, yet

these groups provide useful information for population-wide genetic prediction. Third,

incorporation of genomic information is problematic. Single-step methods such as use of a

genomic relationship matrix (Legarra et al., 2009) can pose difficulties for populations with a

large number of genotyped animals. Additionally, some of the more recent hybrid and super-

hybrid model (Fernando et al., 2014; Fernando et al., 2016) approaches have not yet been

adapted to the MAP or threshold approach.

Random regression models (RR) offer an alternative to the threshold models for the

evaluation of binary data (Jamrozik et al., 2013). Given the similarity of these models to the

traditional linear mixed models, incorporation of genomic information into an evaluation

using a hybrid or super-hybrid model would be trivial. Additionally, RR models have been

shown to be effective for longitudinally measured traits. Even though HP is recorded as a

single instance of a heifer’s ability to conceive within a defined breeding season and calve at

2 years of age, HP is likely to be age dependent given its relationship to the age of onset of

puberty. Some success has been realized in the use of these models to predict breeding

values for traits like calving ease (Bruce Golden, personal communication).

Therefore the objective of this study was to develop a RR genetic prediction for HP

and to compare resulting EPD to those obtained from a traditional threshold model to

evaluate the efficacy of using RR models for the prediction of traits with a singly observed

phenotype.

Materials and Methods

The data used in this study were obtained from an existing historical database; therefore the

study was not subject to animal care and use committee approval.

The Red Angus Association of America (RAAA) submitted heifer pregnancy data

representing the years 1989 to 2015, as well as corresponding pedigree information to

Colorado State University for a HP genetic evaluation. Heifer pregnancy represents the

ability of a heifer to produce a calf by 2 years of age, given she conceived within a maximum

90-d breeding season. Observations are binary (0 / 1) where a heifer that calves within the

outlined time constraints is deemed successful (1) and one that does not is deemed a failure

(0) with the assumption that no calving record is the result of failure to conceive and

maintain a pregnancy. Heifer pregnancy contemporary group was formed using a
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combination of the heifer’s HP management group, as well as its yearling or weaning

workgroup as supplied by the RAAA. Age of the heifer as used in the analysis was calculated

as the difference in days between an individual’s birthdate and the date they entered into the

breeding pasture (McAllister et al., 2011).

Traditionally, HP is evaluated as a binary threshold trait where observations are

converted to an underlying normal distribution using a probit link function (Gianola and

Fouley, 1983; Harville and Mee, 1984). The same approach was used to estimate progeny

differences for the entire RAAA population using a heritability estimate on the underlying

scale of 0.24 ( ; ; Boldt, Pers. Comm.). Fixed effects included in this model

consisted of a linear age (d) covariate, HP contemporary group and a random animal genetic

effect. The resulting predictions are published by the RAAA as part of their national cattle

evaluation program and are the basis of comparison for ensuing alternative predictions.

For this study, an additional linear RR model using Legendre Polynomials as the base

function was used to estimate breeding values for HP (Kirkpatrick et al., 1990). Using the

final HP data file described above, genetic parameters were estimated for the linear RR

model. The general form of the RR model used in the evaluation is presented below:

where y represents a vector of binary observations recorded on individual animals, X is an

incidence matrix relating HP observations in y to contemporary group and fixed regression

solutions in b, Q is an incidence matrix consisting of intercept and linear age covariates

relating HP observations in y to the random additive genetic regression coefficients (intercept

and linear) in u, and e is a vector of random residuals that include the temporary

environmental effects for each observation. Variances for the additive genetic and random

residuals were defined as:

where A is the additive genetic numerator relationship matrix, int and lin are the variances

corresponding to the random additive genetic linear and intercept regression coefficients,

respectively, I is an identity matrix whose order is equal to the number of observations in y

and is the variance of random residuals. For the purpose of the estimation of genetic

parameters, a 3-generation pedigree was built from the final heifer pregnancy data file. Once

the genetic parameters were estimated, the HP EPD were calculated using the entire RAAA

pedigree where resulting predictions were compared to those obtained from the traditional

threshold models. The evaluations described above were implemented using various tools

contained in the Animal Breeder’s Toolkit (Golden et al., 1992) as well as the statistical

software packages ASREML (Gilmour et al., 2009) and BOLT
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(http://manual.thetasolutionsllc.com/IntroBolt).

Results and Discussion

Summary statistics for the final HP data file are presented in Table 1. The final HP data file

contained a total of 59,302 individual animals. Forming contemporary groups in this manner

resulted in 3,029 unique groups with an average size of 19.58 individuals per group.

The 3-generation pedigree constructed from the individuals in the final data file for the

purpose of estimating genetic and residual variance for the linear RR model consisted of

136,463 individual animals representing 15,362 and 78,106 unique sires and dams,

respectively. The average inbreeding coefficient in this pedigree was 0.027. The entire

RAAA pedigree used in prediction of EPD for comparison between the two models,

consisted of 2,625,287 individual animals representing 96,195 and 670,161 unique sires and

dams, respectively with an average inbreeding level of 0.037.

Random regression models are used primarily to model the changing covariance

structure between sequentially recorded observations on a trait. The nature of HP

observations dictate they are observed once in an animal’s life span. Since no female has

more than one observation for HP, the model equation presented above does not contain a

block of equations for a permanent environmental effect, nor does it contain a non-zero

additive genetic covariance between the intercept and linear components of the random

regression. Heritabilities for the resulting intercept and linear were 0.10  0.01 and 0.10 

0.03, respectively. Phenotypic and residual variance was estimated to be 0.181  0.0052 and

0.146  0.0014, respectively.

Age data included in the model represents a heifer’s age in days when she entered the

breeding pasture. Predicting the genetic merit for a heifer that calves at 2 years of age (730

d), we subtracted a gestation length of 270 d to obtain a breeding pasture entrance age (460

d) corresponding to calving at 2 years. Transforming the RR variance estimates, an observed

heritability estimate for HP of 0.09  0.01 was obtained, which is considerably lower than

the underlying heritability estimate of 0.24 currently used in the RAAA HP genetic

evaluation. This observed value is, however, within range of more recent estimates of HP

heritability of 0.13  0.09 (McAllister et al., 2011) and 0.12  0.01 (Boldt, 2017) using

similar data sets from RAAA.

The second set of EPD were predicted for HP using a linear RR model and

subsequently transformed to the observed scale corresponding to 460 d. The HP EPD

currently published by the association are reported on the probability scale as a deviation

from 50% (random chance of conception). Therefore, observed scale EPD were converted to

a Z-score by dividing by the phenotypic standard deviation of the HP observations (Table 1),

converted to a probability using a normal cumulative distribution function, and subsequently

multiplied by 100 to express as a probability.

Summary statistics for the traditional EPD and those obtained from the RR are

presented in Table 2. The mean EPD value for the two predictions is similar, while there is

more spread in the predictions obtained from the threshold evaluation. The difference in

variance of the predictions can be attributed to the differences in heritability between the
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traits (0.24 versus 0.09). The Pearson correlation coefficient and Spearman rank correlation

coefficient between the two sets of EPD were found to be 0.87 and 0.89, respectively. These

correlations were higher than expected given the differences between the two models.

Genetic trends for both predictions are presented below in Figure 1. For the animals

born between 1965 and 1995, the RR resulted in similar predictions as indicated from the

approximately parallel trend lines. From 1995 to present, the traditional model resulted in a

slightly faster rate of genetic progress when compared to the RR, as evidenced by the

differences in the slope of the two trend lines. This difference is again most likely due to the

differences in the heritabilities between the two models as the magnitude of heritability is one

of the driving factors for rates of genetic progress. This indicates that a RR approach can be

used to calculate EPD on a breed-wide basis in a much more tractable approach.

Table 1. Heifer pregnancy summary statistics.

Item N Average SD Minimum Maximum

Heifer Pregnancy 59,302 0.76 0.43 0 1

Age (d) 59,302 428.1 23.8 300 520

Table 2. Heifer pregnancy EPD summary statistics.

Item N Average SD Minimum Maximum

Threshold 2,625,287 2.000 2.30 -15.81 19.78

RR 2,625,287 2.139 1.26 -7.06 9.74

Figure 1. Genetic trend chart for both traditional and random regression predictions.
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